


The Story
This campaign attempts to inspire middle-aged females such 

as Moms and teachers to help kids to be able to afford

to go to summer camp. Swiss Miss creates two easy tools

that help people to get involved. SWISS the marshmallow 

is a character that a user can create using the SWISS 

APP to send to family and friends. With each Swiss 

created five cents will be donated to camp scholarships. This 

Application results in a great social media platform for the 

campaign. Secondly, the Swiss Short Story competition 

enables kids to express themselves creatively while learning 

to help other kids in their community to be able to go to 

summer camp. These executions combine to create a positive 

family image for Swiss Miss.



                                   
                             

                              Magazine Advertisements
                   My first execution is an advertisement that will   

                       be placed in Women’s magazines such as 

                   “Southern Living”, “Women’s World” and “Real Simple.” The

                   ad will aesthetically attract Moms as it is addressed to 

                   “Mom” and it appears to be a letter written by their

                   child. from summer camp. This advertisement also 

                   directly associates Swiss Miss with the taste of home. 

                   The advertisement will encourage women to help enable

                   other kids to experience what their kids have been able 

                   to experience by creating a marshmallow like the one that is    

                   mentioned in the advertisement to send to loved ones like 

                   their kids.              

    

                  



                                   

                   

                   This advertisement would appear in popular elementary

                   teacher’s magazines such as “Teacher’s Week.” This 

                   advertisement encourages teachers to research the 

                   Swiss Miss short story competition so that their 

                   students will have the chance to enter a writing 

                   competition and learn to help others. 

                  



                                                                                                         

                                        Website
                         The advertisements 

                         will lead readers to the

                         Swiss Miss website. This

                         Website will contain directions

                         to make a customizable 

                         SWISS marshmallow using

                         the downloadable application

                         that is also very kid friendly. 

                         SWISS the marshmallow

                         introduces himself in the left

                         corner. Teachers will also

                         view this website in pursuit

                         of the link about the short 

                         story competition.

                  



                  

            Short Story Competition
  This link on the Swiss Miss 

           Website announces the winners

  from the elementary school

  short story competition. The sole 

  guideline for the competition is 

  that short stories must

  contain Swiss Miss hot chocolate

  The winner will receive a printed

  bound copy of their short story.

  Winners will also be announced 

  on Facebook by the creation of a 

  customized SWISS telling 

  the child’s story.



                  

                           SWISS Marshmallow APP
                   My final execution is an Application that        

                                                  is very kid friendly while still able to maintain 

                   adult’s interest. The application begins with 

                   SWISS the marshmallow and a choice

                    of scene backgrounds or the option to upload

                   one’s own scene background.. Next, one will select 

                   an outfit and props for SWISS. Finally the 

                   user has the option to create a song with the recipient’s

                   name inserted and a special message included. When finished

                   the user must upload the SWISS to Facebook, Vine

                   or an email account in order to have the five cents

                   credited to a child’s camp account.         

       



                  

                                  

 

                  




